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Abst r act

 This research examined whether the characteristics of
certain mass shootings led to alt-right media publishing
articles that the mass shootings were conspiracy theories
 Hypothesis: Mass shootings in which there is no clear
motive, the shooter is white, and the majority of victims are
white will result in the emergence of conspiracy theories
alleging a false flag attack on alt right media
 Results: The prevalence of conspiracy theories about mass
shootings does not depend on the shooter and the victim
both being white without a motive
 Result: Articles about different mass shootings used the
same central conspirators: Mainstream media, CIA/FBI, Big
Pharma, liberal organizations

Backgr ound
 Public awareness of mass shootings (Christchurch,
NZ, El Paso, TX) as a consequence of far right
conspiracy theories but not as much on the conspiracy
beliefs that circulate online after mass shootings
 Conspiracy theories are psychologically and
ideologically driven to mitigate feelings of uncertainty
and confusion, ideology predicts which conspiracy
theory person is likely to believe
 Man-made crisis events lead to increased volume of
misinformation online, conspiracy theories are the
most difficult to mitigate after exposure
 Alt-Right Media and Conspiracy Theories: Antiglobalist, based on a disbelief of narrative rather than
specific counternarrative

Concl usi ons
 Preliminary observations from the data suggest
that the public reaction rather than the shooting
is a greater predictor of the prevalence of a
conspiracy theory and conspiracy narrative but
future research is required
 The conspiracy theory of Big Pharma/psychiatric
medicine was profit motivated by Alex Jones to
sell his supplements

Met hodol ogy







Compiled data of every mass shooting from 2009-2019
on the race of the shooter, the majority race of the
victims, and the motive of the mass shooting (if any)
Collected data from articles (n= 373) published on
Infowars about every mass shooting from 2009-2019
Measured the number of total articles, the percentage
of articles that suggested the mass shooting was a
conspiracy theory
Conducted a content analysis for the most prevalent
conspiracy themes for each mass shooting and the
most prevalent themes across all mass shootings
Compared the percentage of conspiracy theories for
each mass shooting to the shooter’s race, victims’ race,
and whether there was a motive
Conducted a quantitative analysis of the different
conspiracy narratives

Resul t s




Table 2: Conspiracy Theory Related Terms by Category
and Theme

The prevalence of a conspiracy theory was
not predicted by shooter and the majority
of the victims both being white
When Infowars did not write a conspiracy
about a mass shooting, the amount of total
articles was lower
30% of all articles about mass shootings on
Infowars claim the event to be a conspiracy

Table 1: Results for Mass Shootings with Conspiracy
Theory Articles Published on Infowars
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Acknwl edgement s

 The narratives of different conspiracy theories
centered around the subversion of mainstream
media
 The same conspiracy theory themes were used for
different mass shootings
 Infowars published 2+ different (often
contradictory) conspiracy narratives for the mass
shootings that they called a conspiracy

